
Fearless International (FRLE) $0.19
Fearless International Inc., a luxury performance boat manufacturer, 
has been the focus of the media for the last several months in magazine 
such as GQ, Time, Bloomberg Markets, Maxim, and over 20 others.

According to TIME, "When a company bold enough to call itself 
Fearless Yachts splashed onto the luxury-boat market, it drew 
considerable attention. Collaborating with Porsche Design Studio/Austria 
on a series of high-style, high-performance yachts, the brand unveiled 
its first model, the Fearless 28, in February." Since its release, 
Fearless Yachts has taken orders for more than 33 Yachts bringing more 
than $10 Million in sales and put the production facility at 75% capacity.

Top 5 Reasons To Consider Fearless Yachts:
1: Already $10,000,000 In Sales Since First 7 Months.
2: First of a 5 yacht series had huge response from the market.
3: Next yacht designs have been released and Debut is in Miami in February
4: Company set to begin international marketing.



Debbie van Daal is in charge of Sales Operations.
A wide range of customizable DocuWare add-on modules equip DocuWare for, among o
ther things, automatic indexing, COLD applications and enhanced workflow feature
s.
have announced the release of its industrial-grade hand-held area imager enginee
red to provide unmatched scanning performance in the most challenging environmen
ts.
The Discovery Lab aims to be the UK’s best resource for providing RFID training 
and promoting uptake of the technology.
Debbie van Daal is in charge of Sales Operations.
Although developed for news and Magazine products, it can be adapted for any pro
duct that works on the sale or return principle and bring ease and visibility to
 the merchandising process.
This white paper provides an overview of RFID technology and how it may be appli
ed to warehousing and distribution operations.
The Worm stole email addresses from the victim’s address book and sent self copi
es to all email IDs found.
Roel comments: "In the past four years, we have enjoyed significant growth in EM
EA and have become a major contributor to the company’s global success.
"The full VGA resolution screen is crisp and clear even in demanding outdoor con
ditions.
UK risks becoming a nation of cyberloafersNew Communications Technologies, Socia
l Networking Sites and Online Marketplaces Threaten Workplace Productivity, Stud
y Reveals.
Be-cause of how it is built, it can be installed horizontally, vertically or on 
a wall.
UK risks becoming a nation of cyberloafersNew Communications Technologies, Socia
l Networking Sites and Online Marketplaces Threaten Workplace Productivity, Stud
y Reveals.



Steve Melia starts as the new Northern European sales manager for Imaging System
s.
Andrew will be responsible for the Northern European region while Gerhard’s resp
onsibility lies in Central Europe.
According AntiVirus, AntiSpam and Content Security solution provider MicroWorld 
Technologies, the new in-thing is a deluge of PDF carrying spam targeting your w
allet.
The Rascal system needed to include an accurate process to manage how much was b
eing returned to each supplier and highlight whether the value has been invoiced
 or refunded.
Roel Vreeburg focuses on growing the business in Asia as Senior VP and General M
anager of Hand Held Products International.
I can see a huge opportunity for growth and am looking forward to taking an inst
rumental role in helping the business to achieve this.
"The Nomad is a groundbreaking product and we are truly excited to add it to our
 already great line up.
The company’s products and services are used by customers in many industries wor
ldwide to improve the productivity, quality and responsiveness of business opera
tions.
They also report that they have been able to save time previously spent painstak
ingly checking stock returns.
have announced the release of its industrial-grade hand-held area imager enginee
red to provide unmatched scanning performance in the most challenging environmen
ts.
The Rascal system needed to include an accurate process to manage how much was b
eing returned to each supplier and highlight whether the value has been invoiced
 or refunded.
, its subsidiary in London, handles all activities for Great Britain and Ireland
.
The majority of its customers are major production, commercial, financial and ou
tsourcing companies.
Using the Internet, the central document pool is available around the clock to a
ny authorized user, no matter where they are located in the world.
Unsold copies of newspapers and magazines need to be returned to suppliers withi
n a strict timescale in order for the retailer to qualify for a credit.
If it got into the hands of a fraudster it would be Christmas, Easter and his bi
rthday all at once.
Leading the pack are two ’Pump and Dump’ Scams touting about some stocks in thei
r bid to make you buy them.
"IT managers need to review their IT security needs regularly and ensure that th
e software is updated constantly, by monitoring the dashboard or console of the 
packages concerned," he said.
Out-of-stock items can be re-ordered automatically so no sales revenue is lost.
Out-of-stock items can be re-ordered automatically so no sales revenue is lost.
That’s created an air of authenticity and authority about them which would make 
many drop their guard in downloading the attachment.
Ekahau to enable advanced patient tracking solution in Belgian hospitalEkahau In
c.
The first one is about the stock of a German company called Talktech Telemedia.
The first one is about the stock of a German company called Talktech Telemedia.
Be-cause of how it is built, it can be installed horizontally, vertically or on 
a wall.
Practical Uses for RFID Technology in Manufacturing and Distribution Application
sLearn how RFID systems can help solve logistical problems that affect manufactu
ring and distribution.
However, as explained in the associated Vista Seagull News Flash, that version h
ad been self-certified by Seagull.
Third-party survey reveals increased need for email archiving solutions - ITRPor
tal.
Martin has also held senior positions with Protos Systems and County Technology 



PLC and is a board member of AIM UK, the trade association for the automatic ide
ntification sector.
Leading the pack are two ’Pump and Dump’ Scams touting about some stocks in thei
r bid to make you buy them.
The Nomad will be available for order and shipping immediately.
By partnering with APC in the Blade Ready Programme, Comtec Enterprises is build
ing its capability in powering and cooling high density computing solutions.
Not the least of these is ensuring adequate power and cooling to meet stringent 
uptime requirements.
The numeric keypad is backlit for night use or use in low light conditions.
Unsold copies of newspapers and magazines need to be returned to suppliers withi
n a strict timescale in order for the retailer to qualify for a credit.
, a worldwide leader in securing the Internet, has announced that research showe
d almost half of people would take useful information and data with them to thei
r next job.
As part of this partnership, the specialist for Unified Storage Solutions has ce
rtified the seamless integration of the document management system with NetApp S
napLock storage technology.
The company focus is, together with partners, to deliver complete mobile solutio
ns to businesses on the EMEA markets.
The reasons are many: for useon prototype products, promotional campaigns, and p
erhaps most often, becausethe manufacturer has many different products that are 
all produced in smallquantities.
Unfortunately, the UK has until now been lagging behind other developed countrie
s in RFID uptake and this represents a threat to competitiveness.
Whatever the requirement, we can help businesses that are looking for an experie
nced software partner.
Roel Vreeburg focuses on growing the business in Asia as Senior VP and General M
anager of Hand Held Products International.
I can see a huge opportunity for growth and am looking forward to taking an inst
rumental role in helping the business to achieve this.
The company’s products and services are used by customers in many industries wor
ldwide to improve the productivity, quality and responsiveness of business opera
tions.
PDF can carry viruses too as Govind indicates.
Handheld Europe is a subsidiary to Handheld Computer Specialists AB, a company s
pecializing in rugged field computing solutions.
Although developed for news and Magazine products, it can be adapted for any pro
duct that works on the sale or return principle and bring ease and visibility to
 the merchandising process.
When it comes to paper, the new printer is also extremely flexible.
Standard software includes mobile versions of Word, Excel, Outlook and PowerPoin
t.
Reading between the lines: Bar code basicsModern automated warehouses, conveyor 
belts and manufacturing facilities increasingly require the implementation of id
entification systems.
Not the least of these is ensuring adequate power and cooling to meet stringent 
uptime requirements.
"Ideally, a single dashboard, which controls multiple IT security applications -
 even from different vendors - should be installed.
These two factors mean that PDF spam is here to stay for sometime and spammers w
ill continue to innovate in their bid to reach more mail boxes," concludes Govin
d Rammurthy.
DocuWare supports all forms of electronic signatures.
Andreas has worked within the scanning industry for over ten years and brings ex
tensive knowledge of the Eastern European market.
User time constraints, costs, search ability and recovery are among the most pro
blematic factors in email management and are escalating interest and activity in
 this rapidly growing market.
The program helps assess an organisation’s readiness to implement a blade enviro



nment and can help develop a roadmap for a smooth transition to blades resulting
 in operational excellence.
Intermec and Newham College Bridge the UK Skills Gap with RFID Discovery Lab - I
TRPortal.
The Rascal system integrates mobile hand held terminals with a central database 
to create real-time accurate information with instant web-based access and alert
s for all levels of the supply chain.
Fake job listings allow piggy-backing of latest malware - ITRPortal.
The second one is also stock related, albeit the PDF here is in a much basic and
 simpler form.
Practical Uses for RFID Technology in Manufacturing and Distribution Application
sLearn how RFID systems can help solve logistical problems that affect manufactu
ring and distribution.
Introduction to Bar Code TechnologyFor any business in this fast changing world,
 the importance of collecting and processing information on a timely basis is es
sential.
His involvements outside social research include Chairing the Merseyside Special
 Investment Fund a public private partnership providing seed and growth funding 
to SMEs in the Merseyside region.
However, as explained in the associated Vista Seagull News Flash, that version h
ad been self-certified by Seagull.
However, as explained in the associated Vista Seagull News Flash, that version h
ad been self-certified by Seagull.
"It was important to find a company whose approach matches our own: a commitment
 to supply the best quality products and support," explained Helle Mering, manag
ing director of SOSY.
"It was important to find a company whose approach matches our own: a commitment
 to supply the best quality products and support," explained Helle Mering, manag
ing director of SOSY.
Zetes, a leading pan-European supplier of solutions and services for the automat
ic identification of goods and people, has announced the acquisition of Intersca
n.
DocuWare eases the task of pooling and managing all document types.
"Ideally, a single dashboard, which controls multiple IT security applications -
 even from different vendors - should be installed.
Whatever the requirement, we can help businesses that are looking for an experie
nced software partner.
The second one is also stock related, albeit the PDF here is in a much basic and
 simpler form.
Standard software includes mobile versions of Word, Excel, Outlook and PowerPoin
t.
Standard software includes mobile versions of Word, Excel, Outlook and PowerPoin
t.
If it got into the hands of a fraudster it would be Christmas, Easter and his bi
rthday all at once.
Unfortunately, the UK has until now been lagging behind other developed countrie
s in RFID uptake and this represents a threat to competitiveness.
The Discovery Lab aims to be the UK’s best resource for providing RFID training 
and promoting uptake of the technology.
Hulme, Director of the Centre for the Study of Media Technology and Culture and 
Hon Professor and Associate Fellow of the Institute for Advanced Studies at Lanc
aster University.
RFeasyServ allows developers to create powerful RF client-server applications by
 managing the data flow between the mobile units and the host application via a 
standard WiFi Connection.
has announced that Herentals Hospital has selected Ekahau’s Real Time Location S
ystem to track patients through its operating room complex.
The Worm stole email addresses from the victim’s address book and sent self copi
es to all email IDs found.
UK risks becoming a nation of cyberloafersNew Communications Technologies, Socia



l Networking Sites and Online Marketplaces Threaten Workplace Productivity, Stud
y Reveals.
As our EMEA organisation is constantly growing, this is definitely a big step fo
rward.
; and Reading, Berkshire in the UK.
What is Microsoft Surface?
Agility Systems specialises in ERP systems integration and has extensive knowled
ge of warehouse efficiency, logistics and information management.
The Worm stole email addresses from the victim’s address book and sent self copi
es to all email IDs found.
I doubt if C-level management is really aware of the exposure their companies ha
ve.
These two factors mean that PDF spam is here to stay for sometime and spammers w
ill continue to innovate in their bid to reach more mail boxes," concludes Govin
d Rammurthy.
Another change in the organisation is the integration of the marketing and busin
ess development teams.
CipherLab appoints BancTec as a new UK distributor - ITRPortal.
In Pump and Dump scandals, scamsters buy worthless shares of companies and send 
out spam mails across the world to drive up their prices.
"Many spam filters are giving a slip to these mails while most computers now are
 equipped with Adobe Acrobat Reader which enables them to display PDF messages.
Many individuals, companies and other organisations still do not understand the 
precautions they need to take when selling their used PCs in order to protect pe
rsonal information.
Stephen Timms MP, Minister of State for Competitiveness stated: "RFID is an exci
ting new technology with the potential to revolutionise many areas of our daily 
lives.
The Nomad will be available for order and shipping immediately.
This is a stunning figure given the amount of hacking and general system abuse a
nd the fines handed out by SEC and other organizations for failure to keep data 
secure and available.
Another route is offered by storage specialist Network Appliance and its SnapLoc
k technology which generates WORM volumes on hard disks.
The Nomad will be available for order and shipping immediately.
Andrew will be responsible for the Northern European region while Gerhard’s resp
onsibility lies in Central Europe.
"It was important to find a company whose approach matches our own: a commitment
 to supply the best quality products and support," explained Helle Mering, manag
ing director of SOSY.
"The full VGA resolution screen is crisp and clear even in demanding outdoor con
ditions.
This tells the IT manager at a glance the status of their security software.


